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Launch of cultural activities at Le Baluchon

Saint-Paulin, July 17, 2018
This summer, Le Baluchon is offering brand-new cultural activities which will let you enjoy unique outdoor and
cultural experiences in a delightful setting.
River adventure : « The legend of Yuma »
Immersive adventure for the whole family • Outdoor • Mysteries
Set out on an adventure aboard a rabaskaw canoe on the trail of the legend of Yuma. You will meet two
mysterious explorers looking for the truth behind the legend. But this excursion is far from over, as they will
be your guides on their quest. In the course of your journey, you will become the heroes of this crusade.
Link : https://www.baluchon.com/fr/experience/aventure-en-riviere-la-legende-de-yuma

Discovering America’s nordic foods
Observation • Interpretation • Sensory discoveries • Tasting
A new joint venture with Pignon sur bois !
Our team of passionate naturalist guides will enable you to discover nordic foodstuffs in the course of a trip on
the river and in the forest. Learn how to identify mushrooms, plants and trees, and discover new woodland
flavours ! Watch the video
Link : https://www.baluchon.com/fr/experience/a-la-decouverte-des-comestibles-nordiques

River concert-cruise
Concert on the river • Magical moment • Sensory discoveries • Observing nature
Sail aboard the Triton Vert on the Rivière du Loup and enjoy a concert by singer-songwriter Sylvain Lamy,
accompanied by his guitarist. Come and discover along the river, as far as the end of the island, the songs from
his album, Le Grand Marcheur Du Sable, in the acoustic folk version ! You will enjoy a very special moment in
perfect harmony with the natural beauty surrounding the magnificent Rivière du Loup.
Link : https://www.baluchon.com/fr/experience/croisiere-concert-en-riviere-avec-sylvain-lamy/

Horseriding activity : Your inner cowboy
Adventure • Equestrian skills • Obstacle course • Games
Take part in this brand-new activity and discover new talents you didn’t know you had through games testing
horse-riding skills in the woods and in a paddock. Individually tailored for all types of riders, from beginners to
experts, this activity will provide you with an unforgettable experience.
Link : https://www.baluchon.com/fr/experience/cowboy-dans-l-ame-et-activites-equestres/

These activities are offered all summer in the superb grounds of Le Baluchon.
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